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Abstract
We show how the maximally helicity violating (MHV) scattering amplitudes
for gravitons can be related to current correlators and vertex operators in
twistor space. This is similar to what happens in Yang-Mills theory and
raises the possibility of a direct twistor-string-like construction for N = 8
supergravity.
Recently, there has been a lot of progress in the calculation and under-
standing of multigluon scattering amplitudes in the N = 4 super Yang-Mills
theory based on ideas of twistor string theory[1]. The simplest set of such
amplitudes are the so-called maximally helicity violating (MHV) ones, cal-
culated by standard field theory techniques a number of years ago [2]. The
mathematical expressions for these amplitudes turned out to be very simple
and concise, although the intermediate steps of the calculation were alge-
braically very involved. The MHV amplitudes could also be interpreted in
terms of the current correlators of a Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) theory
(or using free fermions); this had a natural interpretation in supertwistor
space [3]. Witten showed the deep connection of these results to twistor
string theory, where the target manifold is the supertwistor space CP3|4,
which is a Calabi-Yau space. A topological version of such a string theory,
the topological B-model, is what is relevant for the Yang-Mills amplitudes.
The MHV amplitude is the restriction of a holomorphic function in CP3|4
to a complex line. This complex line can be interpreted as a D-instanton in
the string theory. The correlators of the B-model on this line become WZW
correlators, reproducing the MHV amplitudes. Witten also argued that the
non-MHV amplitudes can be obtained by considering algebraic curves of
higher degree in CP3|4. This has been verified in a number of specific cases
[4]. Later, it was realized that there could be even more dramatic simplifi-
cations [5]. By treating the MHV amplitudes as the basic vertices, with a
suitable off-shell continuation, and joining them together via propagators,
one could obtain all Yang-Mills amplitudes. This procedure could be thought
of as a limiting case of the higher degree curves, where the curves degenerate
into intersecting (complex) lines. The calculation of many amplitudes using
this CSW procedure has been carried out and agrees with known Yang-Mills
amplitudes, for those cases where a comparison with other techniques is pos-
sible [6]. It is worth emphasizing that some loop calculations have also been
done using these methods [7]. Twistor string theory is thus very remarkable,
giving scattering amplitudes of the gauge theory by a simple set of rules in
the twistor language.
A different type of twistor string theory which leads to the same am-
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plitudes has been proposed by Berkovits [8]. Rather than a D-instanton
calculation, the amplitudes are now given by the standard string perturba-
tion expansion.
Given these remarkable developments, which are all related to the Yang-
Mills theory, a natural question would be whether there is a parallel to
this for graviton scattering. Is there a twistor description for perturbative
graviton scattering? One of the motivations for twistor string theory was
to seek a gauge-gravity duality at weak coupling [1], and from that point
of view, graviton amplitudes are somewhat different, being part of the dual
description. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see how far a parallel can be
developed; this may give new insights into various relationships between
string theory and gauge theory. In this paper, we shall consider the tree
level MHV amplitudes for gravitons. These were calculated many years
ago by Berends, Giele and Kuijf (BGK) using the field theory limit of the
Kawai-Lewellyn-Tye (KLT) relations between closed string amplitudes and
open string amplitudes [9]. The BGK formulae and the KLT relations were
also used by Bern et al to analyze loop amplitudes in gravity [10]. The for-
mulae involve many nonholomorphic factors in terms of the spinor momenta
and so their twistor space description will be necessarily more complicated
than the Yang-Mills case. One could represent the nonholomorphic terms as
derivatives with respect to the twistor variables[1]. The result is then not so
elegant as the gauge theory result, and so, we shall try a different approach.
We will carry out some simplification of the MHV amplitudes and show that
the nonholomorphic factors can be interpreted as the analog of the Chan-
Paton factors of the open string/gauge theory case. N = 8 supergravity
is the natural theory for carrying out the simplifications. Our results are
suggestive of a twistor-string-like construction which leads to N = 8 super-
gravity. It is interesting to note at this point that gravitons arise from open
string amplitudes in Berkovits’ string theory, so that it may be natural to
incorporate Chan-Paton factors in some extension of this theory. Twistorial
interpretation of gravity amplitudes in terms of localization on curves has
been analyzed to some extent in [11]. The possibility of a current which
incorporates gravitons has been considered in [12].
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We shall begin with a brief recapitulation of the MHV amplitudes for
Yang-Mills fields in terms of current correlators or expectation values of
vertex operators [3]. Since the particles of interest are massless, they have
four-momenta pµ which are null, i.e., p
2 = 0. As is well known, such a
momentum can be written in terms of spinors as pA
A˙
= (σµ)A
A˙
pµ = u
Au¯A˙.
For real four-momenta u¯A˙ = (u
A)∗. In much of the recent work using
twistor string theory, this condition is relaxed since it is more convenient
to consider complex momenta, or other reality conditions corresponding to
different choices of spacetime signature.
There is a natural action of the Lorentz group SL(2,C) on the dotted
and undotted indices, given by
uA → u′A = (gu)A, u¯A˙ → u¯′A˙ = (g∗u¯)A˙ (1)
where g ∈ SL(2,C). The Lorentz-invariant scalar products of the spinor-
momenta are given by 〈12〉 = ǫABuA1 uB2 , [12] = ǫA˙B˙ u¯1A˙u¯2B˙ . The scattering
amplitudes are expressed as functions of the invariant scalar products of
spinor-momenta.
The amplitude for the scattering of n− 2 gluons of negative helicity and
2 gluons of positive helicity is given by
A(1a1− , 2a2− , 3a3+ · · ·nan+ ) = ign−2 δ(4)
(∑
i
pi
)
Tr(ta1ta2 · · · tan) M
M(1, 2, ..., n) = 〈12〉
4
〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈n− 1 n〉〈n1〉 (2)
where g is the coupling constant and 1, 2 refer to the negative helicity gluons.
For simplicity of presentation, all gluons are taken as incoming. The expres-
sion A in (2) is actually a subamplitude, the full amplitude is obtained by
summing over such subamplitudes with all noncyclic permutations. (This
subamplitude has cyclic symmetry, so we can also sum over all permutations
and divide by n.)
The spin operator is given by Sµ ∼ ǫµναβJναpβ, where Jµν is the Lorentz
generator. This can be simplified for null momenta and the helicity is then
identified as
s = −1
2
uA
∂
∂uA
(3)
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Thus −s is half the degree of homogeneity in the u’s. If we start with a
positive helicity gluon, then we should expect an additional four factors of
u for a negative helicity gluon. This is in keeping with the factor 〈12〉4 in
(2).
A useful way of simplifying this is to notice that, if we have an anticom-
muting spinor θA,
∫
d2θ θAθB = ǫAB , so that∫
d8θ
4∏
α=1
θαAu
A
1
4∏
β=1
θβBu
B
2 = 〈12〉4 (4)
We then see that the factor 〈12〉4 can be naturally represented in an N =
4 Yang-Mills theory. In fact, analogous to the spinor momenta, we can
associate an anticommuting spinor variable ηαi for the i-th particle, where
α = 1, ..., 4. We can introduce a Dirac delta function for these variables and
combine the momentum conservation and the factor of 〈12〉4 as
δ(4)
(∑
i
pi
)
δ(8)
(∑
uiηi
)
=
∫
d4xd8θ
∏
i
exp
(
iu¯A˙ix
A˙
Au
A
i + iθ
α
Au
A
i η
α
i
)
(5)
The factor exp
(
iu¯A˙ix
A˙
Au
A
i + iθ
α
Au
A
i η
α
i
)
may be considered as part of the
wave function of the i-th particle, which corresponds to the full N = 4
supermultiplet. The powers of η define the different helicity components in
accordance with (3), since an expansion in the η’s generate powers of u. For
two gluons of negative helicities and n − 2 gluons of positive helicities, we
recover the factor 〈12〉4. Other powers of η will correspond to the MHV
amplitudes for the other particles in the N = 4 supermultiplet.
The denominator in (2) can be obtained in terms of current correla-
tors constructed from free fermions. We can introduce a current J (1) =
α(1)β(1), where α, β are two fermion fields defined on the space of the
spinor momenta by
〈β(1) α(2)〉 = 1〈12〉 (6)
As is well known, these are essentially fermion fields on the complex pro-
jective space CP1, corresponding to the spinor momenta, up to a complex
scale transformation. This space is defined by uA, with u ∼ λu, for any
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complex number λ which is not zero, λ ∈ C − {0}. For a local coordinate
parametrization, if we write,
u =
(
a
b
)
(7)
we can take b/a = z as the local complex coordinate of CP1 except in
the neighborhood of a = 0; near a = 0, we can use a/b as the local co-
ordinate. One can also define a local version of the fields by ψ = aα and
ψ′ = aβ. The amplitude (2) can be obtained in terms of the current cor-
relators 〈J (1)J (2) · · · J (n)〉. For the purpose of comparison with graviton
amplitudes, it is easier to express the amplitude in terms of ∂¯−1, the inverse
of the ∂¯-operator on the CP1 of spinor momenta. This is given by
G(1, 2) = G12 =
(
1
∂¯
)
12
= − 1
π
1
〈12〉 (8)
(On functions with degree of homogeneity equal to 1, the right hand side
simplifies to 1/π(z1−z2) in local coordinates.) We also introduce the gauged
version D¯ = ∂¯ − A¯ where
A¯i = gπt
aϕai exp
(
iu¯A˙ix
A˙
Au
A
i + iθ
α
Au
A
i η
α
i
)
≡ gπtaϕai Vi (9)
Using these, we can finally write the MHV amplitudes for N = 4 Yang-Mills
theory as
A(1a1 , 2a2 , 3a3 , · · · , nan) = i
[
δ
δϕa22
δ
δϕa33
· · · δ
δϕann
W [ϕ, 1]
]
ϕ=0
= ign−2(−π)n Tr(ta1ta2 · · · tan)M(1, 2, ..., n)
+ P(2, 3, ..., n) (10)
where P(2, 3, ..., n) denotes permutations of the labels 2, 3, ..., n and
W [ϕ, 1] =
1
g2
∫
d4xd8θ Tr
[
A¯1
(
1
D¯
)
11
]
ϕ
a1
1
=1
= − 1
g2
δ
δϕa11
∫
d4xd8θ Tr log(∂¯ − A¯) (11)
M(1, 2, ..., n) =
∫
d4xd8θ G12V2G23 · · ·Gn1 (12)
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Finally, we note that from the point of view of holomorphicity in twistor
space, a key step is the Fourier transform introduced in [1],
M =
∫ ∏
i
d2ωid
4ψi exp(iω
A˙
i u¯A˙i + iψ
α
i η
α
i )
∫
d4xd8θ M˜
M˜ =
∏
i
δ(ωA˙i − xA˙AuAi )δ(ψαi − θαAuAi ) G12V2G23 · · ·Gn1 (13)
M˜ is holomorphic in all the twistor variables Zα = (ωA˙, uA), ψα, and
has support, by virtue of the δ-functions, on the line ωA˙ − xA˙AuA = 0,
ψα − θαAuA = 0. In constructing the scattering amplitude M, we must
integrate over the moduli xA˙A and θ
α
A of this line, in addition to the Fourier
transformation. (The Fourier transformation is clear if we use the (++−−)
signature; in other cases, the Fourier transformation has to be interpreted
more carefully [1].)
The generalization to non-MHV amplitudes given in [1] is to make a sim-
ilar construction by considering curves of higher degree in twistor space; as
mentioned before, this has been verified by a number of explicit calculations
[4].
We shall now turn to the question: Can we do a similar simplification
and vertex operator representation for the MHV amplitudes for gravitons?
The MHV amplitude for two negative helicity gravitons and n − 2 positive
helicity gravitons is given by [9]
A(1−, 2−, 3+, · · · , n+) =
(
κ
2
)n−2
δ(4)
(∑
i
pi
)
M(1−, 2−, 3+, · · · , n+)
M(1−, 2−, 3+, · · · , n+) = 〈12〉8
[
[12][n − 2 n− 1]
〈1 n− 1〉
1
N(n)
n−3∏
i=1
n−1∏
j=i+2
〈ij〉 F
+P(2, 3, ..., n − 2)
]
(14)
where N(n) =
∏
i,j,i<j 〈ij〉 and
F =
{ ∏n−3
l=3 u¯A˙l(pl+1 + pl+2 + · · ·+ pn−1)A˙AuAn n ≥ 6
1 n = 5
(15)
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As before, P(2, 3, ..., n−2) indicates permutations of the labels 2, 3, ..., n−2,
and κ is given in terms of Newton’s constant G as κ =
√
32πG. The formula
given above is for n ≥ 5; for n = 4, Berends et al give a separate formula
M(1−, 2−, 3+, 4+) = 〈12〉
8[12]
N(4)〈34〉 (16)
These formulae are algebraically somewhat involved; they also have many
factors which are not holomorphic in the spinor momenta. Their represen-
tation in twistor language will therefore be more complicated than in the
Yang-Mills case. In the Fourier-transformed version, as in (13), one can
represent u¯A˙ as a derivative with respect to ω
A˙ and so, one can have a holo-
morphic function in twistor space, but the localization to the curve will now
involve derivatives of the delta function δ(ωA˙i − xA˙AuAi ). Rather than follow
such a procedure, we shall first simplify the expressions (15), (16).
First we shall consider the four-point function. The factor N(4) can be
written as −C(4)〈13〉〈24〉, where C(4) is the cyclically invariant combination
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉. Next we notice that, by virtue of momentum conservation,
[2P4〉
〈24〉 =
u¯A˙2P
A˙
A u
A
4
〈24〉
= − u¯A˙2(p1)
A˙
Au
A
4
〈24〉
= − [12]〈41〉〈24〉 (17)
In this equation, P stands for p2 + p3 + p4, which is the total momentum
of all particles to the right of the particle labeled 2 in the chosen ordering.
Using (17) and the expression for N(4) we can write
M(1−, 2−, 3+, 4+) = 〈12〉8
[
1
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
] [
[2P4〉
〈24〉
1
〈13〉〈34〉〈41〉
]
(18)
As in the case of the Yang-Mills fields, we may expect the first factor 〈12〉8
to be obtained via integration over anticommuting parameters. The second
factor, with the cyclically symmetric denominator, can be represented in
terms of current correlators, or D¯−1, as in the Yang-Mills case. The last
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factor involves an expression similar to the current correlator, but with only
three particles, 1, 3, 4 participating. To write this in a compact way, we
introduce another set of free fermions, χ and φ, with
〈φ(1)χ(2)〉 = 〈φ1χ2〉 = 1〈12〉 (19)
We may think of these fields as having the mode expansion
αχ(z) =
∑
n=0
a†nz
−n−1, αφ(z) =
∑
n=0
anz
n (20)
in the local coordinate z = b/a. a†n, an are creation and annihilation oper-
ators and we may assign a vacuum for these fermions by an|0〉 = 0. In the
last factor in the expression (18), there is no independent symmetrization
over 1, 3, 4. We can obtain the last two factors in (18), with the specific
order chosen, by writing
[2P4〉
〈24〉
1
〈13〉〈34〉〈41〉 =
∫
d2zλ
π
〈0|φλ(χφ)1 [2Pλ〉〈2λ〉 (χφ)3(χφ)4∂¯λχλ|0〉 (21)
We get a delta function by the action of ∂¯λ on the correlator 〈φ4χλ〉 which
sets the point λ to the spinor momentum of particle 4 upon integration over
zλ. An alternative way to represent this is via a Penrose contour integral.
If f(λ) has zero degree of homogeneity in λ,∮
C4
ǫABλ
AdλB
2πi
1
〈4λ〉〈λ1〉f(λ) =
1
〈41〉f(4) (22)
where the contour encloses the pole at zλ = z4. This result can be verified
by direct integration. Using (22),
[2P4〉
〈24〉
1
〈13〉〈34〉〈41〉 =
∮
C4
〈0|φλ(χφ)1 [2Pλ〉〈2λ〉 (χφ)3(χφ)4χλ|0〉
=
∮
C4
〈λ|(χφ)1 [2Pλ〉〈2λ〉 (χφ)3(χφ)4|λ〉 (23)
It is understood that the integration is done with the measure ǫABλ
AdλB/2πi.
For brevity, we also use |λ〉 = χλ|0〉.
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The four-graviton MHV amplitude may now be written as
A(1−, 2−, 3+, 4+) = −
(
κ
2
)2 〈12〉8
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
×
∫
d4x
∮
C4
〈λ|V˜1E˜2V˜3V˜4|λ〉 (24)
where
V˜ = χφ exp(ip · x)
E˜ = exp(ip · x) u¯A˙λ
A(−i∇A˙A)
〈uλ〉
=
u¯A˙λ
A(−i∇A˙A)
〈uλ〉 exp(ip · x) (25)
where 〈uλ〉 = ǫCDuCλD. The differentiation of the factors eip·x to the right
of E˜ will produce the factor P = (p2 + p3 + p4) in the formula (18).
We have carried out the simplification of the four-graviton amplitude
in some detail. For amplitudes involving higher number of gravitons, a
similar simplification can be done and it can be verified that they can all be
represented as
A(1−, 2−, 3+, · · · , n+) = −
(
κ
2
)n−2
〈12〉8
∫
d4x
[
1
〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈n1〉 ×∮
Cn
〈λ|V˜1E˜2E˜3 · · · E˜n−2V˜n−1V˜n|λ〉
+ P(2, 3, ..., n − 2)
]
(26)
Expressing the factor 1/C(n) in terms of ∂¯−1, we can further simplify this
as
A(1−, 2−, 3+, · · · , n+) = − 4
κ2
(
−κπ
2
)n
〈12〉8 F(1, 2, · · · , n) (27)
where
F =
∫
d4x
∮
Cn
[
〈λ|V˜1G12E˜2G23 · · · E˜n−2Gn−2 n−1V˜n−1Gn−1 nV˜nGn1|λ〉
+ P(2, 3, ..., n − 2)
]
(28)
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We can go one more step in the reduction of this expression by introducing
the supersymmetric vertex operators
V = −κπ
2
v χφ exp(ip · x+ iuAθαAηα)
E = −κπ
2
h exp(ip · x+ iuAθαAηα)
u¯A˙λ
A(−i∇A˙A)
〈uλ〉 (29)
A¯ = V + E
where α = 1, 2, ..., 8 in the present case of gravitons. We are thus considering
supergraviton amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity. The factor of 〈12〉8 is
obtained by integration over the θ’s if we pick up the term corresponding
to the first two gravitons having negative helicity, which is the term with
8 powers of η for each, or equivalently 8 powers of u1 and u2. Combining
everything, we can write the MHV amplitude for graviton supermultiplets
as
A(1, 2, · · · , n) =
[
1
2!
δ
δh2
· · · δ
δhn−2
δ
δvn−1
δ
δvn
W [h, v, 1]
]
A¯=0
(30)
W [h, v, 1] = − 4
κ2
∫
d4xd16θ
[∮
Cn
〈λ|V1
(
1
∂¯ − A¯
)
11
|λ〉
]
v1=1
(31)
The functional derivatives in (30) give symmetrization with respect to the
labels 2, 3, ..., n − 2. There is also symmetrization with respect to n− 1 and
n, which is redundant, since the expression is symmetric in all labels once
the symmetrization with respect to 2, 3, ..., n − 2 is carried out; the factor
1/2! avoids double counting due to this. In the expansion of the expression
for W [h, v, 1] in powers of V and E , notice that we need V ’s for the last two
places, namely for n − 1 and n. Otherwise the expression gives zero, since
En−1 ∼ [n− 1(pn−1 + pn)n〉 = 0, En ∼ [npnn〉 = 0. Equations (30), (31) are
thus seen to lead back to (27), (28). The formula picks out three gravitons
as different from the rest. In the end, it does not matter which three, since
the symmetrization over the labels 2, 3, ..., n−1 will automatically make the
expression in, say (26), totally symmetric, apart from the factor 〈12〉8. In
(31), we are picking out three vertices of the V -type and n−3 of the E-type.
In principle, one could consider amplitudes obtained by having more vertices
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of the V -type, equivalently having more derivatives with respect to v’s. It is
not clear at this stage what the physical interpretation of such amplitudes
would be.
We now turn to an interpretation of the vertex operators V , E , or A¯ =
V + E . In the Yang-Mills case, the vertex operator A¯ given in (9) was the
helicity-one projection of the gauge potential AA
A˙
, which we may write as
u¯A˙(DA
A˙
−∇A
A˙
)/〈uλ〉. In the gravitational case we may therefore expect the
helicity-one projection of the covariant derivative with gravitational fields.
This is given by
DA
A˙
= (σµ)A
A˙
[
eaµ∂a − ωabµ Jab
]
(32)
where eaµ, ω
ab
µ are the tetrad field and the spin connection, J
ab being the
Lorentz generator. For perturbative graviton calculations, we may write
eaµ ≈ δaµ − haµ, and
DA
A˙
≈ ∇A
A˙
−
(
ha∂a + ω
abJab
)A
A˙
(33)
The helicity-one projection of (ha∂a)
A
A˙
gives a term like E in (29). In the
spin connection term, by choosing a gauge where haµ has zero divergence
and zero trace, which is appropriate for on-shell gravitons, one can see that
the helicity-one projection does not give any additional h-dependent terms.
However, in supergravity, the spin connection has terms which are quadratic
in the gravitino fields; the helicity-one projection of this term leads to an
expression of the form χφ, where χ, φ are appropriate components of the
gravitino. This could account for the vertex operator V in (29). A¯ = V + E
has values in the Poincare´ algebra and, in analogy with the gauge field
case, and from what has been said above, we see that the V, E terms can be
considered as the Chan-Paton factors. The full vertex operator for gravitons
is then of the form J V or J E , where J is the current constructed as αβ,
identical to Yang-Mills case and leading to the ∂¯−1 factors. The contribution
of the J ’s is naturally given in twistor language.
We may note that some of the amplitude calculations done in Berkovits’
string theory have a similar structure, although that theory has conformal
supergravity, rather than Einstein supergravity [13]. It is possible that a
variant of this theory can lead to the vertex operators we have discussed.
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The results in this note were presented at the London Mathematical
Society Workshop on Twistor String Theory, University of Oxford, January
10-14, 2005. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation
grant number PHY-0244873 and by a PSC-CUNY award. I thank L. Dixon
for bringing reference [12] to my attention.
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